The Combat of Sudeki is unique to an RPG. The combo system appears simple, but when mastered can be extremely powerful. Tal and Buki share the same style of up close and personal
melee attacks.
Melee Character Controls:
Vertical Attack: 		
A
Horizontal Attack: 		
X
Clear Surroundings:
B
Block: 			R
Roll: 				
R + Back, Left, Right
Both of these characters also have a number of combos. You will need to press the attack buttons as they light up in the bottom left hand corner of the screen to successfully link attacks.
The juggling combos are extremely powerful; learning to pull these off successfully will lead to
many easy battles.

Tal’s Combos:
Lightning Thrust: 		
Sidewinder Slash: 		
Aurora Scythe: 		
Typhoon Cutter: 		
Crusader’s Charge: 		
Whirlwind Smash: 		

X, X, X
X, X, X
A, X, A
X, A, X
A, X, X
X, A, A

Juggling Combos:
Blade Mirage: 		
Tornado Spin: 		

A, A, X, X, X, X
X, X, A, A, A, A

Buki’s Combos:
Burning Wolf Kick: 		
Lucky Crane’s Feet:
Dipping Hawk Punch:
Swaying Willow Dance:
Furious Scorpion Pincer:
Swirling Storm Strike:

A, A, A
X, X, X
A, X, A
X, A, X
A, X, X
X, A, A

Juggling Combos:
Devastating Orchid Kick:. A, A, X, X, X, X
Mystic Tiger’s Fury:
X, X, A, A, A, A

Ranged Character Controls
Fire Weapon: 		
Clear Surroundings:
Change Weapons: 		

R
B
X

Skill Strikes
Each character will be able to earn skill strikes as they gain levels. Every skill strike costs one
level-up. Skill strikes cost different amounts of skill points and will be effected by how high
a character’s essence is. You will have a limited amount of time to aim most skill strikes and
should plan their direction before initiating them.
Tal’s Skill Strikes
•

Iron Warrior
SP used: 40
A shield that absorbs 70% of the damage inflicted on Tal.

•

Will of the Sword
SP used: 10
A circular attack that damages and stuns enemies.

•

Shin Splitter
SP used: 20
A frontal attack that damages and knocks over enemies.

•

Blade Spark
SP used: 30
An attack that damages enemies in a straight line.

•

Geyser Charge
SP used: 30
A very powerful attack on one enemy. It must be carefully aimed.

•

Blade Dance
SP used: 75
Tal becomes a whirlwind of destruction. He is controlled with the left thumbstick.

Buki’s Skill Strikes
•

Spirit Wind
SP used: 50
Regenerates party members during a battle.

•

Path of the Warrior
SP used: 80
Slows down the enemy allowing Buki to get in more devastating hits.

•

Clawed Frenzy
SP used: 35
An attack similar to Shin Splitter which affects enemies in front of Buki.

•

Storm Kicks
SP used: 25
Buki becomes a whirlwind of destruction. She is controlled with the left thumbstick.

•

Asilas the Wolf
SP used: 40
Buki calls on her feral friend to aid her in battle. Asilas hangs around longer the more essence Buki has

•

Dragon Fire
SP used: 60
This powerful attack targets a specific enemy and can be difficult to aim.

Ailish’s Skill Strikes
•

Witch’s Kiss
SP used: 40
This strike replenishes the HP of all party members. Its healing power depends on you essence level.

•

Blaze Ball
SP used: 30
A ball of fire that attacks enemies in a straight line.

•

Shadow Nexis
SP used: 70
Revives fallen party members and heals an amount of their HP depending on how high
your essence is.

•

Celestial Circle
SP used: 60
A circular attack that damages enemies surrounding Ailish.

•

Gaze of the Wind
SP used: 45
Speeds up all party members.

•

Permaforce
SP used: 80
A circular attack that inflicts a large amount of damage on the enemies surrounding Ailish.

Elco’s Skill Strikes
•

Cybernetica
SP used: 40
An attack that affects enemies in front of Elco.

•

Nano-Enhancement
SP used: 35
Raises the attack of all party members. How long it lasts depends on your essence.

•

Plasmatica
SP used: 55
Attacks enemies in a straight line in front of Elco.

•

Toxic Cloud
SP used: 30
Damages and poisons enemies directly in front of Elco.

•

Tesla Shield
SP used: 50
Reverses negative status effects and gives the party immunity against all negative status
effects.

•

Trick Shot
SP used: 80
A powerful attack against one enemy.

Spirit Strikes
Each character will also be granted two spirit strikes throughout the course of the game. These
attacks call upon the power of the gods and will completely obliterate most enemies. Spirit
strikes can be used when the vertical meter to the left of a character’s stats fills up. This happens as each character attacks, or is attacked by an enemy. Save your Spirit strikes for critical
moments during battle.
Tal’s Spirit Strikes
•

Moon Wolf
Spirit Cost: 100
Boosts the party’s strength and weakens enemies

•

Sword of Ahuran
Spirit Cost: 200
Kariston strikes the ground causing damage to everything in range. Massive damage to all
enemies.

Ailish’s Spirit Strikes
•

Spirit Flute
Spirit Cost: 100
Olivetess revives and regenerates the entire party.

•

Pure Land
Spirit Cost: 200
Olivetess freezes all enemies causing them damage and the slow status effect.

Buki’s Spirit Strikes
•

Blessing of Mo
Spirit Cost: 100
Mo places a shielf over the entire party and curses all enemies.

•

Fire and Ice
Spirit Cost: 200
A magical attack that deals massive damage to all enemies on the screen.

Elco’s Spirit Strikes
•

Unkind Universe
Spirit Cost: 100
Slows down time enabling the party to get in more attacks.

•

Storm of Wrath
Spirit Cost: 200
Lebius destroys all enemies with an electrical storm.

